Design High Impact Campaigns with Brand
Representatives from Promo People

Businesses that need a brand ambassador at their next event will find marketing company Promo People has a large pool of qualified staff that can
spread brand awareness to create a customer database, generate leads, and build relationships with potential customers. These brand
representatives are outgoing, approachable, organised and detail-driven and are trained marketing professionals.
Promo People has been working alongside brands and agencies in Australia providing promotional and event staffing, event support as well as a
range of brand activation services. Brand representatives are the ideal medium to communicate the message in a personal and timely manner while
creating an emotional connection between the brand and the consumer.
Businesses that sell products will need representatives that are knowledgeable about them. Promo People has brand ambassadors that work in
teams alternating at different places and events, ensuring they get the experience and become knowledgeable about the product, pricing, and
benefits.
With their training these brand ambassadors are able to quickly learn what needs to be known about the product making them the perfect candidate if
the product requires a demonstration or significant customer education for a sale.
These brand representatives are effective in generating word-of-mouth opportunities. To maximise opportunities it is essential that the potential
audience learns quickly about the brand. In order to achieve exposure these brand representatives provide the perfect opportunities for face-to-face
interaction.
To gain consumer confidence, these representatives can explain what the business does best, exhibit these product’s features through a
demonstration or sample, and effectively embody the brand’s image.
Brand representatives from Promo People can manifest the businesses’ values and image by wearing company uniforms and costumes. Brand
ambassadors are perfect for product launches and for new marketing campaigns. They can generate new leads, distribute marketing materials, and
interact directly with people in busy outdoor environments.
Approaching potential customers in high-traffic areas such as shopping malls or train stations can be intimidating. However, brand ambassadors from
Promo People are highly experienced in working in busy outdoor environments, making them perfect for material distribution and lead generation.
For more information: https://www.promopeople.com.au/
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